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About This Guide
This guide walks you through five steps to help your SMB clients understand the importance of 
getting started with backup and business continuity solutions, then closes with advice and 
resources to help you sell.

There’s a Perception Gap Around the Risk of Data Loss
Remote Work & Cyber Crime: The One-Two Punch of 2020

Solution Definitions & Comparison
Blending Solutions to Find the Right Coverage

MSP Advice
Sample Email Template
Sample Liability Waiver Template
Other Resources

1. Start the Conversation with Stories & Stats
2. Overcome Objections
3. Explain the Vulnerability of their Data
4. Explain the Value of their Data
5. Cover Industry-Specific Talk Tracks
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Selling the Solution

Building Your Stack
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As an MSP
You Recognize the Threats to Data…

84%

...But Most End Clients
Aren’t Aware or Prepared.

of MSPs are “highly concerned” about the 
ransomware threat.1  

78% of MSPs reported ransomware attacks against their 
SMB clients in the past two years.1  

92% of MSPs predict the number of ransomware attacks 
will continue at current, or worse, rates.1 

66% of senior decision-makers at SMBs do not believe 
they are likely to be targeted by cyber attacks.2 

60% of senior decision-makers at SMBs report that they 
do not have a cyber attack prevention plan.2 

That’s why it’s important to start a conversation about backup and business continuity solutions by illustrating to your clients that the threat of 
data loss is real, and the impact of data loss can really hurt their business. It’s like selling an umbrella on a sunny day – you need to point to all 
the evidence that shows the storm is coming and they need protection. 

You know that saying, “you don’t know what you’ve got ‘til it’s gone”? It can be hard to get SMB clients to grasp just how valuable and 
vulnerable their data is until a crisis situation when their data is already compromised or gone. And you aren’t the only MSP struggling to 
convey the urgency of backup and business continuity solutions to clients who have the “it won’t happen to me” mindset.

28% of SMBs say their ability to mitigate threats, 
vulnerabilities, or attacks is highly effective.3

INTRODUCTION
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24%
of surveyed IT leaders said 
they paid unexpected costs to 
address a cyber breach or 
attack following the move to 
remote work in March 2020. 5

52%
of MSPs reported that shifting 
client workloads to the cloud in 
2020 came with increased 
security vulnerabilities.1

INTRODUCTION

The Rush to Enable Remote Work 
The 2020 surge in remote work left IT teams scrambling to enable remote productivity 
within quick turnarounds. Remote work inherently creates a broader surface area for 
security vulnerabilities due to employees: 
 •  Working outside the safety of the corporate firewall
 •  Using multiple devices, including sometimes using personal devices for work 
 •  Connecting via potentially insecure home networks
 •  Allowing family members to use work devices
 
A Flood of COVID-Related Cyberattacks
By mid-2020, the FBI reported that cyberattack complaints were up by 400%, 
Microsoft reported that pandemic-themed phishing and social engineering attacks 
jumped by 10,000 a day, and cybersecurity experts reported that ransomware attacks 
were up by 800%.4

 
The Result? Businesses Were Left Bruised 
The double whammy of a weakened security posture colliding with a flood of 
cyberattacks brought the consequences of data loss home to many companies. 

1.

2.
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Tell real-life stories and use research statistics to tangibly illustrate the cost of data loss and downtime. Below are a few real-life stories 
from the field and research statistics that make the cost of data loss and downtime tangible. This can help drive home to your clients 
why backup and business continuity solutions are a must, even for SMBs. 

40% of SMBs experienced 8 or more hours of 
downtime due to a severe security 
breach in 2019.7

A Denver university’s website, phone lines, email 
services, and online programs were shut down 
during summer finals and the start of fall 
semester due to a malicious cyber attack.

A small city in Florida had to pay $460,000 
to recover data and regain control of email 
and other servers that were seized in a 
ransomware attack.

A healthcare center in Wyoming was hit by a 
ransomware attack that crippled the majority of 
patient care systems. 32% of companies lose data in the cloud to 

accidental or malicious deletion, hackers, 
and software issues.9

14% had senior IT staff 
(CIO, CISO) 
lose their jobs.10

Of businesses that 
experienced a 
ransomware attack in 2018, 

Other MSP anecdotes about data loss causes:6

•     “overheated server closet”
•     “actual fire inside a server”
•     “power surge during a storm”
•     “cat knocked external hard drive off a shelf”

 1/3 of data breaches in 
2020 involved 
small businesses.8

Almost

PAINTING THE PICTURE
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PAINTING THE PICTURE

“I’m just not that worried 
about being hacked.”
47% of data loss was due to end 
users deleting information and 
17% was users overwriting data. 13

“Our data is in the cloud 
(so it’s safe, right?)”

“We don’t have anything 
hackers want.”

1 in 4 of MSPs have seen 
ransomware attacks in SaaS 
applications.1 

57% of SMBs are most concerned 
about protecting customer records 
from attackers and 51% are concerned 
about intellectual property.3

“We have antivirus 
software.”
59% of ransomware victims had 
anti-malware filtering and 42% 
had legacy signature-based 
antivirus installed.1

“We’re too small to 
be targeted.”
Nearly 1/5 of small businesses 
experienced a cyber attack, virus, 
or data breach in 2019.12

“An attack/breach won’t 
happen to us.”
51% of organizations globally suffered 
a ransomware attack in 2020.11
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PAINTING THE PICTURE

Businesses of all sizes are under siege from an increasing volume and variety of cyber attacks. On top of malicious threats, there’s also 
a wide range of accidental or uncontrollable ways data can be lost or damaged. With so many possible risks to business data, it’s clear 
that backup isn’t optional anymore.

USER ERROR RANSOMWARE
ATTACKS

OTHER CYBER
ATTACKS/BREACHES

MALICIOUS
DELETION

EMPLOYEE
TURNOVER

HARDWARE
FAILURE

DEVICE LOSS 
OR THEFT

PHYSICAL DISASTERS
& POWER OUTAGES

From accidental file 
deletion and overwriting 

to spilling coffee on 
laptops, user error is the 

#1 cause of data loss.1 

Well-meaning 
departing employees 

sometimes try to 
“clean” their devices 

and file systems 
before leaving.

Hardware failures, 
such as device or 

server crashes, can 
lead to huge 

amounts of data loss.

Mobile workforces 
increase the risk of lost or 

stolen laptops and 
smartphones that contain 

corporate data.

Fires and floods can 
destroy devices and 
servers, while power 

outages lead to data loss 
due to unsaved data or 

data corrupted by 
improper shutdowns.

Even if you pay a ransom, 
you’re not guaranteed to 
get all of your data back. 

Victims who paid only 
recovered 92% of their 

data, on average.11 

From phishing and 
password attacks to 

network intrusions and 
malware, there’s a variety 
of ways bad actors try to 

access or corrupt
 valuable data.

There’s a risk of angry 
employees on the verge of 

quitting or being fired 
purposefully deleting 

critical data out of spite or 
to cover their tracks.
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How Much is Business Data Worth to Bad Actors?

Credit Card Info
$2 – $5

(per record)

Customer PII
$20 – $450

(per record)

Employee PII
$20 – $450

(per record)

Medical Records
$20 – $50

(per record)

Sales/Financial Info
Competitive value

Proprietary Info
Competitive value

Estimated data values from Sociable 14

A small business might think they don’t have any data of value, but the truth is, any customer or employee data can have value 
to the right person. Personally Identifiable Information (PII) can fetch a large price on the black market, and of course, 
competitors will always be interested in learning sales, financial, and proprietary info.

Data’s Resale Value Doesn’t Matter 
When it Comes to Ransomware

Ransomware attackers don’t need to be able to 
monetize stolen data, they just need the 
victimized business to require their data enough 
to pay to get it back. 

In 2019, MSPs reported the cost of downtime 
was 23 times greater than the ransom amount 
requested.1

PAINTING THE PICTURE
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It’s important to customize your backup/business continuity discussion to any data protection needs specific to your client’s industry. 
Here are a few talking points related to specific industries you can use to tailor your conversation.

Healthcare Financial Legal
Retail 

& Hospitality
State & Local 
Government

Top Target
MSPs report healthcare 
as the most vulnerable 
industry during 2020.1

Compliance Fines
Healthcare 
organizations face hefty 
fines and penalties for 
HIPAA violations (fines 
can be in the millions!)

Lives Are at Stake
Ransomware attacks 
have crippled hospital 
patient care systems.

#2 Target
Finance and insurance 
were the second most 
targeted industries for 
ransomware attacks 
in 2020.1

Major Loss of Trust
6.1% of clients stop 
working with a 
breached financial 
company.15

Drop in Share 
Performance
Finance and payment 
companies saw the 
largest drop in share 
performance after a 
breach.16

Lost Sales
66% of retailers paid 
the ransom after a 
ransomware attack 
due to threat of 
lost sales.17

Vulnerable Point of 
Sale Info
Most valuable info from 
hospitality businesses: 
client information, 
passport information, 
and credit card 
numbers. 

Increasingly 
Targeted
Local governments 
have been hit HARD 
by ransomware 
attacks  (6.4 attacks 
per month in 2019, up 
from 4.6 per month 
in 2018) 18

Ransom Payments 
Can Be in the Millions
In 2019, Lake City and 
Riviera Beach, FL paid 
$1.1 million ransoms.

Not Technical or Prepared
22% of law firms did not 
have an organized plan in 
place to prepare for, 
prevent, or respond to data 
breaches.19

Lost Billings & Delayed 
Cases
A 2017 ransomware attack 
shut down a major global 
law firm, cost well over 
$500,000 a day in billable 
hours. They also had to 
request extensions in at 
least five different cases. 

Potential for Ethical 
Violations
 “The potential for an ethical 
violation occurs when a 
lawyer does not undertake 
reasonable efforts to avoid 
data loss or to detect 
cyber-intrusion.” 20

PAINTING THE PICTURE
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BUILDING YOUR STACK

Provides a system for the backup, storage, 
and recovery of digital files, folders, and cloud 
applications. Typically collects, compresses, 
encrypts, and transfers the data to remote 
servers on a recurring or continual basis.

Hardware appliance that lives 
on-site to back up data, which is 
also backed up to the cloud in a 
remote location to reduce 
downtime and data loss.

Provides resource availability in a 
computer system after component 
failures disrupt access to data and 
critical business applications. Can 
include virtualization and guaranteed 
recovery time windows. [Often heavily 
intertwined with BC/DR solutions.]

Protection from downtime

Real-time replication for more 
comprehensive protection than 
snapshots

Uses bandwidth-efficient 
replication to minimize the cost of 
remote data replication

Gets business back online after 
outages

Helps drastically eliminate 
downtime and data loss

Minimizes the interruption of 
critical processes

Mitigates potential damage from 
ransomware attacks and 
malware attacks

Supports compliance

Good entry-level point to start clients with backup

Affordable

No maintenance – files are backed up to the cloud 
automatically and regularly

Supports compliance

Reduces risk of data loss and mitigates potential 
damage from ransomware attacks

Backup & 
SaaS Backup

Strengths

Business Continuity (BC)/
Disaster Recovery (DR)

High 
Availability
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Can be costly; is more 
functionality than a lot of smaller 
businesses will need

Clients whose business cannot 
tolerate any downtime or loss of 
access to critical data/apps

Can be costly; depending on the 
type of BCDR solution it can still 
take a while to /restore data

Clients with critical applications that need 
to be accessible within minutes or hours

Clients in high-risk geo-locations (e.g. 
Southeast coast at risk of hurricanes), 
clients in compliance industries

Can take a long time to fully restore data

Cloud backup is often used to back up laptops, 
desktops and servers

SaaS backup is used for protecting O365 clients, 
G Suite clients, and SMBs 

How much data do you backup? 

How often do you do backups?

How long do your backups take to complete? 

What would be the impact if a backup or recovery 
failed? 

Acronis, Axcient, Dropsuite, Infrascale, Skykick, 
StorageCraft, Veeam, Datto, NewCloud

Acronis, Datto, Infrascale, Veeam, 
StorageCraft, NewCloud Carbonite

Do you need to comply with industry 
regulations for data protection?

Have you experienced ransomware 
attacks or are you worried about
the threat?

Have you ever had a failed recovery 
from an outage or disaster situation?

If you lost or couldn’t access 
critical data, would you be out 
of business? 

Limitations

Best For

Discovery
Questions

Pax8
Vendors

Backup & 
SaaS Backup

Business Continuity (BC)/
Disaster Recovery (DR)

High 
Availability
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BUILDING YOUR STACK

It’s imperative that clients protect their data and can quickly access that data when needed. Pax8 has best-in-class backup, 
business continuity, disaster recovery, and storage solutions from top vendors that you can layer and blend to find the right data 
protection coverage for your stack. 

Finding the best fit for continuity solutions depends on a wide range of unique factors, such as:

Budget

Downtime 
Tolerance

Backup 
Frequency 
Needs

Data 
Volumes

Scalability Reporting 
Capabilities

Keeping data safe today requires more than just simple backup. 
Acronis eliminates the need to deploy multiple data protection tools by 
delivering an innovative, all-in-one, hosted backup and disaster recovery 
solution — for physical, virtual, cloud, and mobile data — with flexible 
backup storage options. 

Did you know that Microsoft only backs up deleted emails for 
30 days? Dropsuite's market-leading email data protection solution 
helps MSPs deliver scalable backup and archiving to safeguard 
emails, attachments, calendars, and tasks in the cloud.

As 81% of organizations embrace a multi-cloud strategy, are you 
offering solutions that ensure your clients' data is always available 
across all cloud types? Veeam offers comprehensive data protection 
solutions for on-premises, hybrid, and multi-cloud workloads to ensure fast, 
flexible, and reliable availability and recovery of data and applications.

Are you frustrated with the unpredictable pricing and complicated 
tier billing of on-premises and traditional cloud storage? Wasabi 
delivers disruptive, one-size-fits-all cloud storage that eliminates confusing 
storage tiers and satisfies nearly all storage performance requirements. 
Wasabi provides cheap object storage that is best used as a part of a more 
comprehensive backup solution for long term archival storage, or for those 
clients that have tight pocketbooks but need offsite storage. 
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NIST 
Cybersecurity

Framework

Protect

Identify

Recovery

Detect

Respond

“Because Microsoft Says So”

“…And The NIST Cybersecurity Framework Agrees!”

64% of MSPs in 2020 reported ransomware attacks within Microsoft 365.1 With this in mind, it can be eye-opening for 
Microsoft clients to learn that Microsoft themselves recommend third party backup solutions. The Service Availability 
section of the Microsoft Services Agreement states:

As a gold standard of guidelines and best practices for managing and 
reducing cyber risk, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework is another great 
tool to demonstrate the critical importance of backup to your clients. A 
function of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework is “Recover” and includes 
backing up important data and scheduling incremental backups to make 
recovery from a data loss incident much less painful.    

A powerful statistic to pull out of your back pocket is that 73% of companies hit by ransomware that did 
NOT pay the ransom attributed their decision to having a full backup.3

“We strive to keep the Services up and running; however, all online services suffer occasional disruptions and outages, and 
Microsoft is not liable for any disruption or loss you may suffer as a result. In the event of an outage, you may not be able to 
retrieve Your Content or Data that you’ve stored. We recommend that you regularly backup Your Content and Data that you 
store on the Services or store using Third-Party Apps and Services.”

SELLING THE SOLUTION
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In today’s aggressive and sophisticated cyberthreat landscape, cyber 
resilience should be the ultimate goal for all business IT strategies. No 
security tool is 100% foolproof. Backup should be the last line of 
defense of a multi-layered security approach so that when a breach 
does happen, your clients can quickly recover their data and keep 
business going. 

The continuity conversation should be about more than just “you 
should back up your Microsoft files.” Continuity should be presented as 
a critical component of a holistic cyber-resilience strategy that layers 
tools and solutions to cover as many bases as possible, especially 
during an era of remote work. 

Determine Downtime Tolerance
To identify the most appropriate business continuity solution for a client, 
it’s important to establish their Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and 
Recovery Point Objective (RPO) to understand to what extent downtime 
and data loss affect their business operations. 

Establishing a client’s RTO and RPO can help you determine whether 
they need a light or intense backup solution (and/or BC/DR and high 
availability solutions with failover capabilities). Finding the right fit 
means that clients don’t pay for more functionality and capabilities 
than they need. 

RTO is how long a business can tolerate downtime before facing 
consequences (such as lost sales, angry customers, frustrated 
employees, etc.).

RPO is how much data a business can tolerate losing (measured in 
units of time back to the most recent backup, i.e. if you backup 
hourly, your business would only lose an hour of data).

Focus on the Bigger Security Picture

Take a Page out of Insurance Companies’ Books
Present backup and continuity solutions along the lines of an 
insurance expense. Businesses purchase insurance for their 
building, employee health, and workers’ compensation – 
continuity is like insurance for their data. The monthly cost of 
these solutions is pennies on the dollar compared to the 
potentially catastrophic cost of data loss, lost productivity, and 
lost revenue due to downtime, ransomware payments, and 
compliance fines.

MSPs agree that their own 
businesses are being increasingly 
targeted by ransomware attacks. 214 in 5

Build Their Business Continuity Solution 
Stack Over Time
Don’t overwhelm clients by trying to set them up with full BC/DR 
capabilities at the start. The easiest first step for an SMB to take 
to protect their data is to implement a third-party cloud backup 
solution that replicates data offsite in the cloud. As their business 
matures, you can then more naturally progress to more complex 
and costly BC/DR and high availability solutions if needed. The 
important thing is that your clients need to start somewhere to 
protect their data, so getting them covered by a cloud backup 
solution is a great first step. 

Don’t Forget to Lead by Example
Last but not least, it’s important that your MSP business has 
backup as well! Not only is it critical to protect your business and 
client data, but to be a trusted advisor, you need to demonstrate 
that you practice what you preach. Additionally, using the 
backup and BC/DR solutions that you sell will give you authority 
to speak to their value and benefits with firsthand experience. 
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SELLING THE SOLUTION

While we don’t recommend blasting your entire client base, 
sending an email to a targeted list of your Microsoft clients 
who are a good fit for a backup solution can be a great way 
to introduce them to the idea that their data needs more 
protection than what Microsoft provides. Below is a sample 
email template you can customize for use with your clients – 
and feel free to reach out to Pax8  for assistance on 
writing about the features and benefits of your chosen 
backup solution!

New Email

To:

Subject: Staying secure during remote work?

Client

Dear [Client Name],

Did you know that Microsoft only keeps backups of your data for 30 days? If your emails or 
files are deliberately or accidentally deleted, but you don’t realize until several weeks later, 
you won’t be able to restore your data (which is why Microsoft themselves recommend using 
third-party backup services).

Therefore, in order to protect your data, we’ve added a new product, [INSERT BACKUP 
SOLUTION NAME], that provides:

We believe that adding a backup layer is critical and are moving to implement over the next 
60 days for all of our clients that have Office 365 or Microsoft 365. Please let me know if you’d 
like to opt out of implementing [BACKUP SOLUTION NAME] – if you do decline backup 
coverage, you will need to sign and return the attached liability waiver. 

I am happy to set up a call to discuss this with you and answer any questions.
We appreciate your business and strongly recommend taking this step to protect your 
Microsoft data.

Thanks,
[Partner Name]

[INSERT SOLUTION FEATURE, e.g. “[X]-times daily backups of Exchange Online, 
SharePoint, OneDrive, Office 365 Groups, and Microsoft Teams”

[INSERT SOLUTION FEATURE, e.g. “Multiple bulk and individual restore options”]

[INSERT SOLUTION FEATURE, e.g. “Highly automated migration services”]
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SELLING THE SOLUTION

In today’s cybersecurity landscape, backup isn’t optional 
anymore – it’s a necessary cost of doing business. If  you’ve 
explained all of the reasons why you strongly recommend 
backup, but you still have a client that refuses to pay for a 
backup solution, you should protect yourself by require they 
sign a waiver in which they acknowledge that they are 
declining backup coverage against your advice. Sending 
this waiver can also be a wakeup call for stubborn clients to 
realize how critical backup coverage is to protect against 
data loss. Below is a sample Microsoft Backup Coverage 
Liability Waiver.

Please note: This is a SAMPLE waiver only. Pax8 is not 
responsible for ensuring the legality or accuracy of the 
language in the text below. Always run any legal   
documents such as a waiver past your legal team for 
approval before distributing. 

New Doc

This form is notice that the Client hereby acknowledges that they were informed by their 
Reseller X Advisor about the potential need and availability of Microsoft backup coverage. 
By way of signing this document, the Client, hereby acknowledges that they have made the 
decision to waive their right to purchase Microsoft backup coverage at this time.

The Client also acknowledges that this is against the advice of their Reseller X Advisor and 
that by signing this document they are releasing any liability of the Reseller X Advisor by any 
and all parties who have or may have right to bring claim against any party with regard of 
the Client’s decision to voluntary decline Microsoft backup coverage.

The Client fully acknowledges that they have reviewed this document and they understand 
the effect of declining Microsoft Backup coverage against the recommendation of the 
Client’s Reseller X Advisor.

The Client understands that if they desire to add Microsoft backup coverage at a later date, 
that the price and options for coverage may change for a variety of reasons.

Client Signature: ___________________ Date: ____

Client Name (Printed) :__________________________

Reseller X Advisor Signature: ___________________ Date: ____

Reseller X Advisor (Printed) :__________________________

Date:

Client:

Reseller X Advisor:
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SELLING THE SOLUTION

Ready to Start Building Your Continuity Stack?
The team of Pax8 Continuity Solution Consultants are experts in helping you 

mix-and-match the right solutions to build a tailored continuity stack.  

CLICK:
Interactive Infographic: You’ve Been Hit With a 
Ransomware Attack, Now What?

READ: 
Blog Post: Why Data Backup Isn’t Optional Anymore 
(and How to Convince Your Clients)

CLICK:
Infographic: Cost of Downtime Timeline

DOWNLOAD: 
White-Labeled Fact Sheet - Let’s Talk About Data Loss 
Put your logo and contact info on this white-labeled PDF and use it to 
start the conversation about backup with your own clients!

Schedule a Call
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